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Abstract
A new Injector Cryomodule (INJ CM) aimed to replace
the existing Quarter Cryomodule in the CEBAF tunnel
has been developed at Jefferson Lab (JLab). It is scheduled to be first tested in the Cryomodule Test Facility
(CMTF) for module performance then the Upgraded
Injector Test Facility (UITF) with electron beam. This
new cryomodule, hosting a 2-cell and 7-cell cavity, is
designed to boost the electron energy from 200 keV to 5
MeV and permit 380 A – 1.0 mA of beam current. The
2-cell cavity is a new design whereas the 7-cell cavity is
refurbished from a low loss cavity from the retired JLab
Renascence Cryomodule. The INJ CM adopts quite a few
designs from the JLab 12 GeV Upgrade Cryomodule
(C100). Examples of this include having the cold mass
hung from a spaceframe structure by use of axial and
transverse Nitronic rods, cavities to be tuned by scissorjack style tuners and the end cans are actually modified
from C100 style end cans. However, this new INJ CM is
not a quarter of the C100 Cryomodule. This paper focuses
on the major design features, fabrication and alignment
process and testing of the module and its components.

INTRODUCTION
Since its installation back in the early 1990s, the quarter cryomodule (QCM) presently in CEBAF injector
section has been in service for 24+ years. JLab was granted to start its accelerator energy upgrade from 6 GeV to
12 GeV in 2004 [1]. Upgrade of the injector section is
part of the 12 GeV project [1-3]. Although not part of the
12 GeV project, the QCM having a pair of 5-cell cavities
and serving as the booster is aimed to be replaced by a
new Injector Cryomodule (INJ CM) that also accommodates two RF cavities. The INJ CM’s cavity string layout
was optimized by conducting beam dynamics simulation
[4] and determined to consist a 2-cell and a 7-cell cavity.
Basing on operation experience, the QCM has a couple
known issues [2, 4]: transverse deflecting field, or transverse “kick”, and x/y coupling. Cavity RF design [5] then
focused on optimizing the 2-cell cavity shape and minimizing the transverse kick due to power couplers to be
less than 1 mrad in theory. The 12GeV upgrade cryomodule, also known as the C100 cryomodule, has eight 7-cell
cavities, which adopt fundamental power couplers (FPC)
and cavity end groups that bear up/down symmetry [6].
This symmetry is the remedy to cancel the x/y coupling
that the original CEBAF cryomodule cavities, known as
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C50 cavities, have. The INJ CM 2-cell and 7-cell cavities
are built with C100-style FPC and end group configuration so x/y coupling shall not exist in theory. In fact, the
C100-style FPC’s stub length was not optimized to minimize the transverse kick, but its 100mm length is deemed
to be acceptable since the kick angle generated meets
specification [5].
Mechanical design of the INJ CM cavities [7] and cryomodule commenced in 2011. The 2-cell cavity is a new
design whereas the 7-cell cavity is refurbished from a low
loss cavity used in JLab’s Renascence cryomodule [8-9].
The INJ CM project experienced multiple halts due to
funding issues. INJ CM design work finished in the Fall
of 2015 and the machine is fully assembled by September
2016. It was then tested in JLab’s CMTF. Before it is
delivered to CEBAF tunnel injector section, the INJ CM
needs to make a stop at the UITF to be commissioned and
tested in a mimicked injector section that is equipped with
a 200 kV DC gun to generate electron beam.

CRYOMODULE DESIGN
The QCM presently in service in CEBAF injector section is somewhat “a quarter” of a standard C50 cryomodule in that two 5-cell cavities are identical to C50 cavities
and the supply & return end cans are duplicates of those
for a C50 cryomodule. However, the new INJ CM is not
really a quarter of any existing cryomodules at JLab. Its
design largely mimicked C100 cryomodule but the core
of the module, i. e. the cavity string, is unique. Things
built around the cavity string are C100-style with modifications when necessary. The following paragraphs will go
through the subsystems of the INJ CM with some details.

Cavity String
The 2-cell cavity [5, 7] is designed to be a  = 0.6, f =
1497 MHz elliptical cavity. Its location in the cryomodule
with respect to upstream interface flange is dictated by
beam dynamics studies. This cavity is built with 4-mm
thick fine grain high RRR niobium and stiffening rings
are added to raise the vibrational natural frequency and
resistance to pressure induced stress [7]. The cavity is
hosted in a stainless steel helium vessel that has one bellows permitting cavity tuning and a round helium inlet
and an oval shape outlet for increased heat transfer capacity. To attenuate the geomagnetic field, a layer of 1-mm
thick Cryoperm 10 magnetic shield is wrapped around
the 2-cell cavity helium vessel. The 2-cell magnetic
shield’s openings take up a large percentage of the shield
area so a thicker material is used than that of the 7-cell
cavity’s magnetic shield.

Figure 1: New INJ CM cavity string assembled with magnetic shields, cold tuners, cryogenic circuit, etc.
The 7-cell cavity is refurbished from a Renascence low
The C100 tuner pivot arms are made of aluminium. For
loss cavity. It is a  = 0.97 and f = 1497 MHz elliptical added stiffness, hence reduced pressure sensitivity, the
cavity with 3-mm wall thickness and stiffening rings in INJ CM cold tuners adopt stainless steel pivot arms. This
between cells and end dishes. The original Renascence is especially needed for the 2-cell cavity that is very sencavity was encapsulated in a titanium helium vessel so it sitive, say 2.63 MHz/mm [7] tuning sensitivity, to preshad end groups suited the titanium helium vessel. The old sure or tuning induced cavity deflections. Stainless steel
end groups are then trimmed off and replaced with C100- pivot arms certainly slow the cool down of the machine,
style cavity end groups that are featured to have a stain- however, they on the other hand provide more thermal
less steel to niobium brazed joint. This cavity is shielded resistance between the warm tuner and 2K environment
than their aluminium counterpart does. High pressure
by 0.5-mm thick Cryoperm 10 magnetic shield.
Both cavities are suspended by a set of 4 transverse Ni- sensitivity means more tuner movements and hence more
tronic rods. Each cavity also gets a pair of longitudinal consumption of electric power and potentially reduced
Nitronic rods to lock their longitudinal locations at the tuner fatigue life.
downstream end of the 2-cell cavity and upstream end of
the 7-cell cavity. All rods are preloaded. The transverse
rods are used to adjust the alignment of the cavity string
after assembly.
Figure 1 illustrates the INJ CM’s cavity string supported by lollipop-shape assembly tool.
To facilitate cavity string assembly, alignment, and mitigate potential coupling between the two cavities when
there are vibrations from ground or plumbing, an intercavity bellows is inserted in between these two cavities.

Cavity Tuners
Both cavities adopt C100’s scissor-jack style of cavity
tuners. For C100, the tuners have undergone a major
modification to beef up the pivot arms in order to attenuate the microphonics vibration on the C100 cavities [10].
The INJ CM tuners are also scissor-jack style with stiffened pivot arms, see Fig. 2 for an illustration of the 7-cell
cavity tuner. Driven by a step motor mounted atop the
warm tuner, the jack arms squeeze to extend the cavity
under tuning as the primary design goal. In fact, because
the 2-cell cavity is much shorter than the 7-cell cavity, its
cold tuner had to be miniaturized to suit the cavity. There
is a piezo assembly designed for each warm tuner for fine
tuning. They are temporarily not installed and will be
installed if CM operation demands fine tuning.

Figure 2: 7-cell cavity tuner.

Cryogenic Circuit
As shown in Fig. 1, the cryogenic circuit consists of a
supply pipe underneath the cavities, a return pipe above
the cavities and a pair of liquid level pipes. From the
cryomodule flow diagram point of view, the above de-

scribed cryogenic circuit is an essential part of the primary circuit that allows input cold helium gas to be refrigerated by a J/T valve in the supply end can, then the liquid
helium flows through supply side liquid level and accumulates in the supply pipe. Cavities are chilled in a bot
tom-up manner. The cryogenic circuit connects to cryogenic piping in the return end can.

Thermal Shield
 Mainly octagonal shape with bottom massaged to
suit the 2-cell tuner etc.
 Made of 0.094” thick C11000 ETP copper
 Single-pass cooling pipe
 Main function is to reduce thermal radiation heat
 Also provides heat stationing to tuners, couplers,
beam pipe, etc.

both the 2-cell and 7-cell cavity cells are not really
aligned, see Fig. 3 for an illustration of 2-cell cavity cell
center’s lateral locations. The cell centers are not aligned
in vertical and lateral directions. For the 2-cell, the line
connecting the two cell centers have tilting angles with
respect to the imaginary beam line in both vertical and
lateral directions. The tilts can result in undesirable
“transverse kick”. To minimize the “transverse kick” that
may originate from the cavities, especially the 2-cell
cavity that locates at upstream, elaborate alignments are
performed to minimize the tilt of the line connecting the
two cell centers for the 2-cell cavity, and the line at the
average cell centers for the 7-cell.

Spaceframe & Vacuum Vessel
The INJ CM also utilizes a spaceframe structure like
C100 to carry the cold mass (cavities, helium vessels,
inner magnetic shields, thermal shield, etc.). The INJ CM
spaceframe is made up of four support tubes and 3 rings.
It is anchored to the vacuum vessel via 6 lock down studs.
The vacuum vessel is simply a 32 outer diameter stainless steel pipe with a few openings.

End Cans
The end cans are C100 end cans with a few modifications. One noteworthy change is the addition of an ASME
stamped burst disc assembly to the pressure relief stack at
the return end can. This is done to meet JLab ES&H policy on pressure safety that is in line with ASME Boiler &
Pressure Vessel Code regulations on pressure relief device.

CRYOMODULE FABRICATION
The cavities are fabricated and processed per standard
procedures at JLab [11]. Frequency recipes for both cavities are developed and executed throughout the cryomodule fabrication. They are utilized to control the cavities
frequencies at various stages of fabrication so that after
machine cool down, by applying a reasonable amount of
tuning, cavities can reach their target frequency of 1497
MHz.
The cavity string is assembled in a cleanroom environment. After assembly, the entire string is pumped and leak
checked. The INJ CM cavity string actually experienced a
roll back to the cleanroom due to an incorrectly oriented
cold gate valve that interferes with cryogenic pipe. The
valve was reoriented, relevant fasteners are cleaned, string
is pumped down and leak checked again. Performance
testing proved the corrective action was successful.
Outside of the cleanroom, other cold mass items such
as the magnetic shields, cryogenic pipes, cold tuners,
thermal shields, etc. are installed. When the cold mass
sub-assembly is installed onto the spaceframe, alignment
of cavities is done with special attention to the cavity cell
center locations. According to the bare cavity survey data,

Figure 3: 2-cell cavity cell centers lateral locations.
The warm magnetic shield is mounted on the spaceframe. During C100 CM fabrication, it was found that the
warm magnetic shield material does not have the high
permeability as advertised by the shield vendor. The remedy to C100 was to add a secondary layer of mu-metal
onto the main section of C100 CMs’ warm magnetic
shields. For the INJ CM, additional layers of Metglas 
2605 SA 1 foils [12] with a nominal permeability of
45,000 are added onto the main section of the warm magnetic shield for enhanced shielding performance. Figure 4
shows the INJ CM warm magnetic shields with Metglas
foils wrapped on.

Figure 4: Mangetic foils wrapped onto INJ CM warm
magnetic shield.
The spaceframe carrying the cold mass is wheeled into
the vacuum vessel at the final stage of assembly. At this
stage, the supply and return end cans are connected to the

Supply side bridging
ring cut-out

Figure 5: New INJ CM final assembly
main body of the module via bridging sections. Figure 5
shows the INJ CM after it is fully assembled. Note that
there is a cut-out on the supply side bridging ring. This
was done to allow sliding of the ring toward the central
nozzle to gain sufficient room to make connections between cryogenic pipes, thermal shield, magnetic shields,
etc. between the main body and supply end can. The cutout piece is welded back in place after the interconnections are done.
In the end, the assembled cryomodule is relocated into
the CMTF to get ready for pump down insulating vacuum
pressure test, leak check and acceptance test.

TEST IN CMTF
As mentioned earlier, the INJ CM was tested in CMTF
for basic performance characteristics and it will soon be
tested again with beam in the UITF.
Table 1: Test Results vs. Specifications
Items
2-cell Eacc with TTF
(range), MV/m
2-cell Qo

Specification
2.6 (1.1-4.5)

Measured
16.5

8e9

Qext for 2-cell
QHOM for 2-cell
7-cell Eacc with TTF
(range), MV/m
7-cell Qo

6e6
<1e8
7.1 (4.3-14.1)

>1.0e10 @
8 MV/m
5.8e6
<1.4e6
19

Qext for 7-cell
QHOM for 7-cell

8e9
9e6
<1e8

1.4e10 @
19 MV/m
8.5e6
<5.5e7

Table 1 shows a comparison of a few measured data
versus corresponding specifications. Generally speaking,
the cryomodule met the specifications on those aspects.
Table 2 lists additional data measured during the CMTF
test. Note that for the 2-cell cavity, field emission (FE)
onset starts at 12.5 MV/m but this cavity is not expected
to run at a gradient higher than 4.5 MV/m.
Table 2: Additional Test Results
Items/cavity
QextFP
QextHOMA
QextHOMB
Emaxop (1hr run),
MV/m
FE Onset
Max radiation

2-cell
2.8e12
N.M.*
N.M.
16

7-cell
4.2e12
4.3e13
1.4e12
19

12.5 MV/m
118 mR/hr (beamline return)
6.6e9
486

N.M.
N.M.

Qo at Emaxop
1.4e10
Pressure sensitivi209
ty (Hz/torr)
*N.M. = Not Measured.
The quality factor Qo vs. acceleration gradient Eacc
plots for the 2-cell and 7-cell are shown in Figs. 6 and 7,
respectively. As can be seen, for the 2-cell cavity, if the
operation Eacc is less than 4.5 MV/m, then its Qo is above
1e10. And for the 7-cell cavity, its Qo is above 1e10 for
all achievable Eacc on this cavity. Note that JLab CMTF
has low ambient magnetic field because of mu-metal
shields inside its wall. So the Qo measured at CMTF will
drop once the CM is moved to UITF or eventually in
CEBAF tunnel.

Figure 6: 2-cell cavity Qo vs. Eacc.

Figure 7: 7-cell cavity Qo vs. Eacc.
Tuner hysteresis is measured for both 2-cell and 7-cell
during the testing in CMTF. Data are not reported here for
brevity. Once the INJ CM is tested in UITF with beam,
more cavity/cryomodule performance data will become
available.
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